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Libbey to
reopen as
early as
March 30
By Gabriel Fried
Staff Reporter
The presence of asbestos contami¬
nation, which has forced the closure of
Libbey Forum for the last month,
could be eliminated by early next
week if things proceed according to
schedule, said James Weston, vice
president for business affairs at Bates.
"As of today [Wednesday], we are
wrapping up the abatement process,"
Weston stated. "All of the floor tiles
have been removed and replaced on
the ground floor and the carpet will be
laid down today or tomorrow."
With any luck, he added, the
building will be reopened by Tuesday,
March 30.
The closing of Libbey Forum has
forced the relocation of all classes
usually held in the building, as well as
moving the 18 professors who usually
maintain their offices there. These
professors have all been displaced to
Clapp House at 215 College Avenue.
The college has tried to facilitate
the professors at their temporary lo¬
cation. Various office equipment, in¬
cluding desks, were provided and
each professor's phone line has been
transferred to Clapp House so that
they can still be reached at their origi¬
nal numbers.
However, there are still problems.
The provided quarters are small, with
Continued on Page 2, Column 2
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Lewiston, Maine

Phonathon raises $6,000 for solarium
By Laurie Clark
Student Correspondent
On March 22 and 23,30 Bates stu¬
dents participated in the Central
Maine Medical Center (CMMC)
phonathon, soliciting donations from
past supporters of the hospital to fund
the building of a new facility for ter¬
minal cancer patients.
Bates students collected over
$6,000 in donations in two nights for
the new cancer solarium, according to
a modest estimate made by Jim Kraus,
vice president for development and
community relations at CMMC.
The Bates phonathon put CMMC
over the halfway point for their goal of
raising $188,000 before the pledge
deadline of June 30. Funding depends
largely on charitable support.
A total of 211 pledges with 205
additional undecided pledges were
made. CMMC plans on over half of
undecideds to make definite pledges.
Bates Volunteer Coordinator
Laura Biscoe stated, "It was a neat op¬
portunity. People were really busy but

Rebecca Freed '95 volunteers to call friends of CMMC to solicit donations for
the construction of a new facility for cancer patients.
Barney Beal photo.
they took time out to help, and there
was great food and door prizes for the
students."
The idea of the solarium is a "re¬
treat for the spirit," bringing the heal¬

A design of the completed solarium reveals its openness to nature. This out¬
door atmosphere will be augmented by indoor plants and a waterfall.

Students fast for Good Shepard Food Bank

ing benefits of the outdoors to those
terminal cancer patients who are de¬
prived from nature's energy during
their stay in the health care center.
The solarium will be an 800
square-foot, climate-controlled, glassenclosed structure that will provide
sunlight, fresh air, plants, and even a
cascading waterfall. It will accommo¬
date 16 to 18 patients at a time.
"CMMC had plans for the cancer
solarium two years ago, although the
actual campaign and drive began in
September," Biscoe said. "Jim Kraus
came to me with the idea and we did
the phonathons to get things started.
It's such a positive community experi¬
ence."
One more phonathon will be held
in April for the entire community.
Those interested in helping with this
phonathon should contact Jim Kraus
at 795-2976.

INSIDE
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Speaker discusses AIDS posters

By Chuck D'Antonio
Staff Reporter
Approximately 560 students will
opt out of dinner at Memorial Com¬
mons this evening as participants fast
to benefit the Good Shepard Food
Bank.
This is the second annual fast for
the food bank, which serves as a
clearinghouse for surplus food in the
area, in addition to distributing foods
that, while still healthy, are not seen as
commercially viable by various com¬
panies. The Good Shepard Food Bank
is networked with similar organiza¬
tions throughout New England which
provide a similar service, but most of
local donations are used in this area.
To participate in the fast, students
pledge to skip dinner in Commons by
signing up with the New World Coa¬
lition. In turn the College donates
$1.75 to the Good Shepard Food Bank
for each student who fasted.
"Since most of the food is donated, the
money is used for things like trans¬
portation, and a small donation goes a
long way in helping to feed people,"
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The visual representation of the gay
culture and AIDS virus is confronted
by Art Historian Chris Reed. Page 13.

Worshiping the polyester god
A student examines the origins of the
continued popularity of the tacky
party.
Are we all truly tacky
cheeseballs at heart?
Page 11.
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Three members of the New World Coalition sign up students to skip dinner to
benefit the Good Shepard Food Bank.
Alexis Gentile photo.
said Julia Hanagan '95, co-coordinator
of the New World Coalition. Bates will
donate $975 from this year's event.
"New World sponsors the event
each year because, until we achieve
long-term structural change, every

little bit helps," according to Amy
Clary '94, co-coordinator of the New
World Coalition.
In addition to the fast for Good
Continued on Page 2, Column 2
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Libbey to

They Might Be Giants...

Ladd Library to
reopen SOOI1
expand final exam
study opportunities
Continued from Page 1
Ladd Library will be expanding
its hours in the coming weeks to ac¬
commodate student preparation for
final exams. This coming weekend,
on Friday, April 2 the library will be
open from 7:30 a.m. to midnight and
on Saturday, April 4 it will be open
from 8:00 a.m. to midnight. Sunday's
hours will remain the same. The fol¬
lowing weekend, just prior to exams,
will feature the same hours as the
weekend before except Sunday's
hours will be expanded to 8:00 a.m. to
midnight. Exam week will feature
regular library hours except for Sat¬
urday which has the break-ending
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

EARTH TIP

]
I

Make sure that your car S
tires are properly inflated, ”
balanced, and rotated.
Underinflation can waste up
to 5% of a car's fuel.

W
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all of the professors squeezed into j
three rooms.
One anonymous professor has
tried to maintain a sense of humor
about the tight squeeze, pointing out
"at least we have windows here."
Others, though, have essentially
stopped holding office hours, or have
moved elsewhere to places like the j
Bates Den, in order to do work and
meet with their students more com¬
fortably.
Weston says that by tomorrow it
will be clear whether or not the plan to
reopen Libbey Forum next week is
realistic. Otherwise, students and
professors will have to continue to
make do with relocated classrooms
and confined office space.
■
|

J

Students fast
to supply
food bank

John Flansburgh (left) and John Linnell, who have been known to play such
unconventional instruments as an accordian and all types of horns, are the
two-man team that make up the alternative rock group They Might Be Gi¬
ants. Chase Hall Committee signed a contract this past week for They
Might Be Giants to perform at Bates on April 30 in the Gray Cage. Tickets,
which are eight dollars with a Bates ID and ten dollars otherwise, will go
on sale next Friday. Doors for the event will open at 8:00 p.m. and the
opening act will be Brian Dervan.

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY

Continued from Page 1
Shepard, the New World Coalition
also sponsors a similar event in the fall
called the Oxfam America Fast for a
World Harvest. This event registered
approximately 640 students this past
November, raising $1138.
That amount was "A record," ac¬
cording to Neal Cunningham '93, who
helped organize the November event,
which New World Coalition was
sponsoring for the eighth year.

Summary of the major issues and topics of the March 22
Representative Assembly meeting.
Budget Hearings

The weekend of March 19 through 21 held the focus of the annual
budget process for non-athletic student clubs. The first part of the process is
completed. Individual club officers have been notified of their allocations
and Monday, March 29, will finish the events with both grievance hearings
and final ratification of the recommendations by the Representative Assem¬
bly. The 7:00 p.m. meeting is open to the public as always in Carnegie 204.
Schedule for Finals

Questions arose as to the logic behind the decision to have finals from
Tuesday to Saturday instead of Monday to Friday. Students are frustrated
by the problems caused with everything from airline weekend prices to the
impossibility of studying for a Saturday final when everyone else on
campus is socializing. We will look into possibilities for future compromise
such as extended library hours on the Friday before the last final.
Student Voice Proposal

Dan Schwager '93 presented a piece of legislation for student voice at
faculty meetings. The March 29 meeting of the RA will almost certainly
include extensive deliberations and final votes on this bill.
Deans' Office and RA Committee Representation

(02£/ct6o6ct

Dan Schwager '93 also presented two letters, one to the deans and one
to all committee chairs, in both cases inviting representatives of their
respective groups to attend all relevant RA meetings. These letters are also
expected to be considered in the March 29 meeting.
Thesis Cards

is guide describes the vital
tips our BA's and M.BA's
neglected to provide."
- Elizabeth &. Peter Eattom,
The Authors

RA President Miles Buckingham '95 checked with Dean Branham on
the reasoning behind abandoning thesis cards. The deans did not know that
the cards had been discontinued and will look into it, although they suspect
the primary cause was abuse of the privilege.
—Reported by RA secretary Mark Fournier
iuJa oj
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BE A GOOD

M
Volunteer.

American Heart
Association
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Security receives recognition for exemplary safety record
By Rhonda Bell
Staff Reporter
The Security Department, which
includes Concierge, night watch per¬
sonnel, and student dispatchers, re¬
cently received recognition from the
life safety technician for its outstand¬
ing safety record._
Security reported no job-related
injuries in 1992, and has averaged less
than one per year in the last seven
years.
Dan Lalonde, life safety techni¬
cian, presented Director of Security
Larry Johnson with a framed certifi¬
cate in recognition of this "truly out¬
standing accomplishment."
"This is a pat on the back for a job
real well done," said Lalonde. He
emphasized that this can serve as an
incentive to other departments, to
show that safety is a College wide ef¬
fort, and has far reaching benefits. "It
does everyone good," he adds.

Dan Lalonde (r), life safety technician, presents Larry Johnson, director of se¬
curity, with a framed safety commendation.
Alexis Gentile photo.

"Working smart keeps insurance rates
down for the College, avoids loss of

work, and creates an overall happier
environment."

Johnson
attributes
his
department's excellent record to a
common sense approach to safety.
"We try to have safe policies," he said.
Officers attend monthly training pro¬
grams, which address not only new
safety concerns, and their solutions,
but also reinforce the practice of cur¬
rent procedures. As always, preven¬
tion is the key to potential problems.
Lalonde also commended the
maintenance department's drop in in¬
juries incurred from a high of 55 last
year to a low of 39 this year. "This
truly is an amazing achievement on
the part of the maintenance depart¬
ment," stated Lalonde in his compre¬
hensive study on occupational injuries
and illnesses.
Lalonde's next plan of attack is cut
down on the rate of occurrence of
carpal tunnel syndrome among Bates
employees. Lalonde labels this as the
"job related illness phenomenon of the
1990's."

Stay in touch—read news in The Bates Student.

Ina
Global economy
shouldn't you
have
Global
experience?

CAUTION:
CHILDREN NOT
AT PLAY.
Once, children spent their time
running and playing. Today, they’re
more likely to be found in front
of the TV’. Encourage children
to be more active. Fighting heart
disease may be as simple as child’s
play. To leani more, contact
your nearest American Heart
Association.
You can help prevent heart disease
and stroke. We can tell you how.

American Heart
Association
This space provided as a public service,
c 1992. American Heart Association

Austria*Germany*Greece»Ireland*United Kingdom
BEAVER COLLEGE

Center for Education Abroad

It's not too late to give your
resume the international edge
that will set it apart from the rest.
Apply to study abroad through
Beaver. You can enroll at a foreign
university or in special programs
in peace studies, the humanities,
education, pre-med or European
studies. Work-study internships
are also available.

Beaver program students
overseas interact with other
cultures. Not as observers of
them, but as participants.
Call toddy for a free catalogue
and the experience of a lifetime.

1 800 755-5607
-

-

(
~
\
Cruise Ship Employment
Now hiring students. $300/$900
wkly. Summer/ Full Time. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Bartenders, Casino
Dealers, Etc. World Travel Caribbean, Alaska, Europe,
riawaij.
No Experience Necessity.
Call 1-602-680-0323.

V___y
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Subgroup on anti-Semitism uses survey to reveal biases
By Kristy Ragones
Staff Reporter
In order to discover what extent
anti-Semitism exists on the Bates
campus, the Bates College Council on
Racial Relations subgroup on antiSemitism recently composed a survey
that was distributed last week to ran¬
domly selected students.
"In order to propose programs for
anti-Semitism we had to collect some
information, and this survey is the
entry point to gathering some of this
information," said James Reese, assis¬
tant dean of students and subgroup
member. "We want to hear from ev¬
eryone about their experiences."
"The responses to the survey have
been reasonable so far," stated James
Bell, director of affirmative action and

"In order to propose programs for anti-Semitism we
had to collect some information, and this survey is the
entry point to gathering some of this information."
James Reese,
assistant dean of students and subgroup member
subgroup member.
The survey was written directly
within the subgroup, said Adam
Gaynor '96, a subgroup member. The
subgroup is comprised of students,
faculty and administrators.
Once the results from the surveys
are returned, Reese believes that the
general findings will be made known
in a report. The matter will then be
able to be addressed educationally

depending on the results of the sur¬
vey. 'The survey will be used to sug¬
gest the next step," said Bell.
The subgroup was created from
the Council on Racial Relations, a
committee that was originally formed
for the 1991-1992 year in order to deal
with racial relations on campus.
According to Reese, during the
course of the meetings, members
stressed other problems that needed

to be addressed. After talking to sev¬
eral organizations on campus, such as
the Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance,
Womyn's Awareness and the Jewish
Cultural Community, these other is¬
sues were mentioned in the Council
on Racial Relations year-end report.
President Harward then decided to
continue the committee into the 19921993 academic year and to address
these issues by forming subgroups.
In addition to the subgroup on
anti-Semitism,
subgroups
on
homophobia and xenophobia were
formed from the Council on Racial
Relations this year.
At the request of President Har¬
ward, the Council on Racial Relations
was to deal with strictly racial rela¬
tions and the subgroups were to ad¬
dress these three other specific issues.
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Looking back on a wound that never healed
Four and a half years ago a Bangor woman walked out onto her lawn and was shot dead by a hunter. The community
was divided over what exactly happened and who was at fault. How could this accident have been avoided ?
By Evan Halper
Features Editor
Advocates of the National Rifle Association in
Maine will tell you that guns are a way of life in
this rural state. And if you don't like it, you might
be told to just go home. And if you do go home
and the hunters start prowling around your prop¬
erty searching for those vicious deer, it would
probably be best for you to just stay inside. Be¬
cause if you try to ask the hunters to stalk and kill
defenseless animals at a distance from your house
in order to not put your children in danger, you
just might be shot dead.
It happened to Karen Wood on her lawn in
Bangor.
This case has been analyzed again and again.
It dominated the state media for months and was
also a subject of national debate at times. Wood
was shot dead four and a half years ago, but her
story lives on.
In lieu of the pending "Brady Bill" in Con¬
gress, now is as good a time as ever to re-assess
just what happened to Wood and how the situa¬
tion could have been avoided—because the situa¬
tion could, and should, have been avoided.
Perhaps we can look towards the state statis¬
tics and feel that a lesson was learned by Wood's
death. After all, no innocent bystanders have been
killed by hunters in Maine since the tragic inci¬
dent. But hunters in Maine have been shot at, and
sometimes killed, by other hunters since that inci¬
dent, as they are every year in every hunting state.
And in other states, innocent bystanders have
continued to be killed by the bullets of hunters
even after the death of Wood.
§ Maine's Gun Laws Are Weak.
As for Maine, the problem has roots which go
back long before Wood fatally stepped outside her
home, away from her two babies, to request the
hunters to go stalk their prey away from her
house. In fact, it is the state constitution which
points to possession of a gun as an inalienable
right.
Article I, Section 16 of the Maine State Consti¬
tution says, "Every citizen has a right to keep and
bear arms and this right shall never be ques¬
tioned."
"Never" is a pretty strong word when one
considers changes the state has been through since
the provision was written. It would probably be
safe to assume that suburban housing develop¬
ments were not around in Maine when the state
constitution was drafted. Nor were high powered
shotguns. But no one wants to mess with tradi¬
tion, and therefore Maine still has one of the least
restrictive gun laws in the country.
As for specifics, almost no one needs a permit
to have possession of, or to purchase, a rifle, shot¬
gun or handgun. As long as you've reached the
age of 16 and you haven't been arrested for a fire¬
arms related offense, you're in business. And
don't bother getting a license for or registering any
of these weapons because you don't have to.
Most hunters in Maine wouldn't have it any
other way. In fact, many of them banded together
in support of the Bangor hunter who killed Wood.
In the process, an "us against them" battle ensued
in which the fraternal hunting population of the
area blamed out-of-staters for the increasing dan¬
ger their sport poses to the general public.
§ Victim Blamed.
One hunter quoted in the New York Times
said, "I say, when in Rome do as the Romans do.
The common knowledge around here is that you
don't go into the woods in the fall without putting

orange on.
I guess that sounds logical. But
you have to wonder just how this man
defines woods. Karen Wood was not
out hiking or gathering sap from
maple trees in the forest; she was in
her backyard within the boundaries
of her property line.
Furthermore, the area she lived
in was far from isolated. Although
ten years before it had been un¬
touched wilderness, the tract of
land Wood's house was on had
been fully developed. There
were paved roads and nu¬
merous other houses in sub¬
divided plots—just like ev¬
ery other suburb in
America.
Even so, Wood was
wearing a dark blue jacket
and white mittens, clothes
which made her difficult to
distinguish from a doe. She also
knew hunters were near her
property. Hence, the reasoning
goes, she made herself a target for
the hunters.
But the hunter who shot her
wasn't supposed to be shooting at
does. This man had a .30-06 rifle
mounted with a 4X power Weaver
scope. His hunting permit required
that he correctly identify his target as
not only a deer, but a deer with antlers:
a buck.
This means that the hunter could
not shoot at anything until he was posi¬
tive of what it was. He was standing only
189 feet away from Wood and must have
had her in the sights of his high powered
scope. At a range this close, why should it
be assumed that this man acted carefully as
opposed to impulsively when he pulled the trigger ?
If he had followed through with all required pre¬
cautions, there is no way he could have not been able
to decipher that it was a human being in his sights.
In addition to the carelessness in defining what
it was that he was shooting at, the hunter also wasn't
even careful about where he was shooting what he
thought was a doe. He claims to have shot towards
the "white flags" of the animal which is the under¬
side of the tail on a white-tailed deer. But this is bad
hunting practice. Firing at a deer's rump does not
ensure a clean, quick kill and it also ruins the best
meat of the deer by ripping it to shreds.
What it boils down to is that this hunter acted in
a careless manner.
§ Hunters Often Disregard Safety.
Unfortunately, hunting in such a way is com¬
monplace for many of those who take part in the
sport. Many of us have seen hunters walking down
the road with shotguns in areas where it is clear that
no hunting should be taking place. And sometimes
common sense tells us that hunting isn't allowed in
an area, but the signs which make this clear have all
been ripped down.
Even worse are those who defiantly disregard
safety while hunting by using camouflage clothing.
Ironically, it seems that these are the hunters we run
into most walking down the streets with their rifles,
searching for that deer on our next door neighbor's
lawn.
Nevertheless, hunting boundaries do not always
provide a safe buffer zone to protect residential ar¬
eas. The hunter who shot Wood was in a legal hunt¬
ing area even though he was only 318 feet away from
her house. The law states that hunters need only to

be 300 feet from a residential building to fire their
weapons.
After Wood's death, the town of Hermon (.just
outside of Bangor), where the incident occurred,
decided against adopting any local hunting ordi¬
nance. The only thing the town did in reaction to
the killing was fund the purchasing of orange and
black warning signs homeowners could hang on
trees to let the hunters know they are in a residen¬
tial area.
This doesn't even begin to directly address the
problem. The hunter responsible for shooting
Wood commenced his hunt from the curb of a
residential neighborhood, where he parked his
car. Although he initially claimed that he just
happened upon the populated area while in the
woods, this was obviously not the case.
In addition to the minimal response by the
town government, the case initially didn't even
make it past a grand jury hearing. The prosecutor
only called one witness to testify—a game war¬
den who investigated the scene. None of his
deputies were called to the stand, nor were the
hunter's companion who was on the scene during
the shooting or any of Woods' neighbors.
§ Foul Play in the Courts.
It was only a year later, after media attention
on the case grew and irregularities in the grand
jury hearing were publicized, that it finally made
it to trial on a manslaughter charge. One of the ir¬
regularities in the hearing happened to be that the
one member of the jury who refused to hand
down an indictment was a nephew of the
Continued on Page 6, Column 1
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When in Maine, wear blaze orange or get shot

Continued from Page 5
defendant's lawyer.
As far as the local community
goes, Wood's husband was so irri¬
tated with the way the tragedy was
treated that he picked up and
moved back to Iowa, where he had
originally lived with his family be¬
fore coming to Maine. As if it
weren't bad enough that he would
have to walk into the Bangor super¬
market and see community mem¬
bers swarming around his wife's
killer to express their support for
him, he also was subjected to read
editorials in newspapers which
pointed out how irresponsibly his
wife acted.
Hunting is a pastime in Maine
which is not going to disappear
anytime soon. On the average, the
state issues over 220,000 hunting li¬
cense per year. That means that
more than one in every five Maine
residents is a hunter. These hunters
kill over 30,000 deer annually.
Where most other states have
hunting seasons which last only one
week, in Maine the season goes on
for a full month. The sport also gen¬
erates more than $150 million for the
Maine economy annually.

The possibility of eliminating
hunting as a sport altogether is not
feasible, nor is it reasonable. The le¬
gitimacy of the sport of hunting is not
what is at issue here. There is no rea¬
son hunting should be abolished alto¬
gether.
At least hunters have the decency
to face the animals they will eventu¬
ally eat. The rest of us simply buy our
packaged meat at the supermarket
and criticize hunters for being cow¬
ards because they need a gun. That is
as hypocritical as anything hunters
do.
Furthermore, the deer population
in many states, Maine included, is
such that hunting is a necessity.
Without hunters to control this popu¬
lation explosion, the situation could
get ugly. With areas becoming in¬
creasingly more residential, food
available for deer is not adequate
enough to sustain that animal's in¬
creasing numbers.
§ Finding Common Ground.
But at the same time there are
compelling issues of safety which are
being disregarded.
A report published by the United
States Senate Judiciary Committee re¬
veals some frightening statistics. The
number of deaths in the country an¬

nually as a result of accidents with
firearms averages about 1,500. Ap¬
proximately 10 percent of these acci¬
dents are hunting related, leaving 150
people dead each year because hunt¬
ers make mistakes with their guns.
(As an aside note, it is worth men¬
tioning that all of the accidents which
occur while hunting do not involve
guns. Many of them involve hunters
falling out of trees. In fact, the federal
government reported that a full 50
percent of all hunting accidents are a
result of people falling out of trees).
An example of how out of hand
things get can be seen in what hap¬
pened in Maryland last year during
the opening day of hunting season. In
this one day, ten hunters were acci¬
dentally shot by other hunters. That is
a scary thought to contemplate.
There are, however, possible
ways to ease the danger of hunting
and consequently lessen the hostility
between hunters and non-hunters.
For starters, restrictions on gun
distribution would probably be a
good idea. The policy of selling a gun
to whoever wants one whenever they
want it is not conducive to the public's
safety.
More important would be restric¬
tions specifically on who is granted a
hunting license. It should be manda¬

tory that people who get this license
have been thoroughly trained in
safety—training which is much
more thorough than is required
now. And there needs to be stricter
punishment for those who hunt
without a license. In conjunction
with this, enforcement of hunting
laws must be increased.
Perhaps it is not out of the ques¬
tion to propose that guns be re¬
moved from the sport altogether.
Many areas currently allow hunting
only for those who use cross-bows
and other weapons of the same sort.
This has proven to be more accept¬
able to non-hunters and much safer
for hunters and non-hunters alike.
As the debate on gun control in
America progresses, we still hear
little about the dangers of hunting.
It is often in hunters that the Na¬
tional Rifle Association finds its best
rhetoric to support the notion of le¬
gitimacy in owning a firearm. As
discussion focuses on handguns,
semi-automatic weapons and urban
violence, it is easy to get the false
impression that rifle use is not much
of a threat.
The tragic story of Karen Wood
is just one of hundreds which
proves that hunting as we know it
today is, indeed, a deadly sport.

Imparting the lessons of life and music and drumming
By John Kramer
Student Correspondent
As an avid jazz listener and amateur jazz mu¬
sician, I looked forward to Thelonious Monk Jr.’s
journey to this college. Son of one of the greatest
musicians of the century, and a world-renowned
musician in his own right, this man carries with
him a high level of prestige. Some wondered why
such a man would come to Bates in the first place.
But come he did and imparted lessons of life and
music and drumming.
I can only imagine this man's childhood—
growing up in a household where Charlie Parker,
Dizzie Gillespie and other jazz greats were friends
of the family. Maturing into adulthood directly in
the face of this movement in jazz must have
shaped his life in ways I cannot comprehend. And
yet he attended boarding school, and so experi¬
enced two distinctly separate worlds. Monk has
played many different kinds of music, from jazz to
funk to country western to rhythm and blues. Not
only is he a talented player, but he has invested
much of his recent time in jazz education and
music appreciation.
Being the player that he is, he has performed
with many leading figures in jazz, including his
father. His talk about playing jazz centered around
the groove. "Don't bother coming to play if you

bring your chops but leave the groove at home," he
said.
This is serious business in jazz because the
groove provides the whole rhythmic basis for the
piece. Without it, everything will sound dull and
lifeless. Monk recalled an anecdote about a certain
gig with his father. In the crowd after they played,
with hundreds of people swarming for autographs,
amid all the congrats and hurrahs, his father leaned
towards him and reproached
him for missing a beat.
Monk's visit here was fun
and enlightening. He talked at
length about his and his father's
life and played some amazing
drum solos. He presented jazz as
the truly American art form,
where the band is playing to¬
gether but the individuals within
the band remain free to do their . ■ i
own thing. He also talked about
the history of jazz, and dis¬
claimed the stereotypes of jazz as
intellectual music. More impor¬
tantly he struck out at the im¬
pression of jazz as simple music
played by musicians who lack
capability. The fact is that jazz
performers are just as technically
able and learned as classical per¬

formers.
Monk's father, an eclectic at his best, was one
of the greatest musicians that this country has ever
seen. A brilliant pianist, his use of harmony,
melody and rhythm are as fresh and startling to
those who listen to him today as they were when
he first started playing. His son has certainly in¬
herited much of these talents and cultivated many
of his own. This is one cool cat.
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We repeat: location is vital

I’M DIGGING MY W ID
PUNXSUTAWNElf, R\.
ID STRANGLE THE
GROUNDHOG!'

The deans recently sent a proposal to President Donald Harward
regarding the prospect of establishing a multicultural center on cam¬
pus. In the proposal's list of several possible locations for this center,
Clapp House is noted as the most feasible. We find this to be nothing
short of a disgrace.
We have used this editorial space once before to suggest that the
facility which currently holds the Writing Workshop should be trans¬
formed into a multicultural center. We believed then, and we still
believe now, that the multicultural center's need for a central location
outweighs that of the Writing Workshop's.
In the administration's business-as-usual fashion, they have hid¬
den disregard for the needs of students in the ambiguities and vague
explanations found in the deans' proposal. There are no compelling
reasons to keep the Writing Workshop where it is, and that is difficult
to hide, even in administration rhetoric.
We flat-out do not buy the argument that economic costs of con¬
verting Clapp House and the current Writing Workshop building are
too high. Although the cost accrued by bringing two buildings up to
current safety codes is definitely higher than the cost of renovating
just one facility, the augmented cost is necessary to make the
multicultural center a central part of the Bates community. It's time
for the college to put its money where its mouth is.
As the cliche goes, this is an investment in our future. The cost of
doing this now is a small price to pay for the benefits it will give the
college community for years to come.
The way student organizations have been coming together over
the past year is exciting. Groups are working with each other in the
planning of events and activities. The multicultural center can either
further this cooperation among groups, or it can detract from it.
Place the multicultural center in Clapp House and cooperation
between organizations in that center and those remaining in Chase
Hall will be decreased. Facilities will not be shared and interaction
will be minimal. The concept of isolating multicultural groups on a far
corner of campus contradicts the reasons of having a center at all.
On the other hand, a multicultural center across the street from
Chase Hall will have an overwhelmingly positive impact on the Bates
community. All the student organizations would operate closely to
one another and be able to share new facilities such as a copying ma¬
chine and networked computer in Chase Hall which the Representa¬
tive Assembly is considering funding.

Vandalism in Cage is a disgrace
To the Editor:
Last Saturday, Bates' Athletic De¬
partment engaged in an exercise of
positive community relations, hosting
a weightlifting clinic and competition
to which high school students from
across the state were invited. The
event, originally scheduled for the
Gray Cage, was moved to Alumni
Gym due to concerns about the possi¬
bility of stale beer lingering in the air
and the statement that might make to
high school students.
The good news is that the clinic
was a tremendous success. Over 100
high school students participated in
an activity which promotes good
health. If the event shows the best of
Bates, the Pub in the Cage the night
before shows Bates in a less favorable
light. Despite careful planning and a
good deal of work by members of
CHC, some folks decided to mar the
event by trashing the walls in the
men's bathroom. Seven separate
holes were made, some apparently by
feet and others by fists. Two of the
holes grew throughout the night.
This is not the first time that the
men's room has been destroyed dur¬
ing a party in the Cage (or in Chase
Hall or Page, for that matter). As in
the past, Maintenance crews will re¬
build the walls and the party sponsor
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will foot the bill. In a week when we
look forward to the celebration of
community embodied in the Annual
All-College Gala, some among us
must spend our time making up for
the destructive behavior of others
among us.
What's the appeal of breaking
things? In tearing apart walls? Why
do some of us find it a fun part of
"partying"? Most importantly, why
do the rest of us stand for it? In the
future, we might need to consider
stationing security in the men's bath¬
room to keep it from being destroyed.
The very idea of such intrusiveness as
a preventative measure is disturbing,
but not more so than the idea that it
might be necessary.
Undoubtedly, the vast majority of
us do not accept the tearing apart of
bathrooms. But we have come to ex¬
pect it. Maybe it's time for those who
disapprove of such destructiveness to
make their feelings known. What can
we do about it? For starters, we can
tell the destroyers to knock it off. And
we can stop protecting them by keep¬
ing silent about their identities. If
there are any good ideas out there, I
would be interested to hear them.
Paul Rosenthal,
Coordinator of Student Activities

What’s the sense of the “one way?”
To the Editor:
I wish to address an issue of great
importance, one which has been on
the minds of many community mem¬
bers of late. It is a matter of inconsis¬
tency, of mixed messages. There are
those issues that a community must
take a united and consistent stand on,
especially a community such as ours.
To the administration, and all of
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you who have considered this issue
and remained silent, I ask you this
question: Why is the parking on
Bardwell Street going in the opposite
direction of the "one way" driveway
Bates established on Andrews Road
last year?
Jim Marcotte '92
Library acquisitions

Whining over housing policy takes the cake
To the Editor:
Thank you, Pete Light, for your
superb letter about the housing policy
fiasco. I thought I had heard enough
self-righteous whining to last a life¬

time in my four years at Bates, but this
housing thing really takes the cake.
Jesseca Timmons '92
Boston, MA

}
j

For more Letters to the Editor, see page 11
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Supreme Court confirmation process is in need of review

T

By Jason Aldrich

he retirement of Justice Byron
White from the Supreme
Court will hopefully focus the
attention of Americans on an issue
that desperately needs debating. I re¬
fer to the political minefield that
presidential appointees with politi¬
cally incorrect views must presently
navigate to be confirmed.
If we evaluate Justice White's 31year record on the Court based on its
proper role of interpreting and evalu¬
ating the constitutionality of laws
passed by Congress, he seems to have
done a pretty good job. Not only did
White resist the temptation to twist
the Civil rights Act of 1964 beyond its
original intent, he adamantly refused
to sanction the constitutional aberra¬
tion that is Roe vs. Wade.
Unfortunately, there's a good
chance that someone like Byron White
could not survive a trip through the
confirmation process as it exists today.
We need only look at the cases of
Clarence Thomas and Zoe Baird to see
how truly wretched this process has
become.
Clarence Thomas' confirmation
hearings remain fresh in my mind for
many reasons, but mostly because
witnessing what he had to endure
over those weeks marked the first
time in my life that I was embarrassed
to be an American. By way of decep¬
tion, half-truths, and outright lies,
Thomas was portrayed by special in¬
terests in Washington D.C. as a fun¬
damental threat to the interests of
women, minorities, and the poor.
Perhaps if Thomas had actually
been such a threat, or if his opponents

_It is in this atmosphere of tender egos,
moral crusaders, and intolerant ideologues,
that President Clinton will have to nominate
someone to replace Byron White on the Supreme Court.
had at least had genuine reason to be¬
lieve he was, putting him on the hot
seat would have been justified, al¬
though nothing could have excused
the Anita Hill debacle. But what
makes Thomas' case so troubling is
that very few Washington insiders
were honest about the kind of threat
they thought him to be.
One fact about Clarence Thomas
which is very rarely mentioned is that
at the time George Bush nominated
him to the Supreme Court, he was al¬
ready serving on the second most
powerful court in America, D.C.'s
federal appeals court. One would
think that if Thomas' opponents felt
he was so dangerous, they would
have been fighting him like crazy ev¬
ery step of his career. Far from it.
Thomas was appointed and con¬
firmed to the appeals court with nary
a peep from anyone.
The problem with Thomas was
not that he was dangerous, but that he
was different. Different, and about to
be elevated to a position where a far
greater number of people would be
exposed to his views than had ever
been before. This is what really scared
the civil rights lobby and radical prochoice groups, who think that their
agenda is the only one that a person
truly interested in the welfare of
women and minorities could endorse.
Secure in this belief, they regard

people with views like Thomas' as
heretics who must be contained by
any means necessary.
A similar pattern can be seen in
the case of Zoe Baird. Baird was cruis¬
ing toward confirmation until some
holier-than-thou journalist at The New
York Times discovered she'd had the
audacity to support some of Dan
Quayle's legal reforms. Barely a day
later, her hideous crime of hiring a
pair of illegal aliens was splashed on
the front pages of every newspaper in
the country.
It is not my intent to ridicule those
who believe violating the law, even a
law as dumb as the nearly incompre¬
hensible immigration law broken by
Baird, disqualifies one from govern¬
ment service. But for goodness sake,
let's at least try to be consistent. Hiring
aliens is commonplace among the
wealthy in D.C., including many gov¬
ernment officials, most of whom only
have to pay a small fine when they're
caught. Does anyone really believe
Baird's "crime" would have surfaced,
had evidence not been found she
supported some real change in our
government?
What all of this amounts to is a
dangerous trend in our democracy, a
trend which is steadily growing
worse: the replacement of deliberation
with character assassination.
One of the primary goals of the

framers of our government was to
create a system in which those with
competing views could debate their
differences in a civil manner. Separat¬
ing the power of appointment be¬
tween the executive and legislative
branches was a wise step toward this
end. True, politics has always been
involved in appointments, but for
most of our history, confirmation
hearings have been used primarily as
a means of ascertaining the general
philosophy and qualifications of
nominees. Differing opinions were
expected, and, more importantly, re¬
spected.
We've ventured quite a ways
from their ideal, to say the least. I
challenge any person on this campus
to tell me with a straight face that
the confirmation process, as it exists
today, provides a net benefit to the
public, rather than simply provide a
podium from which moral exhibi¬
tionists can denounce the motive and
character of those who deign to dis¬
agree with them.
It is in this atmosphere of tender
egos, moral crusaders, and intolerant
ideologues, that President Clinton will
have to nominate someone to replace
Byron White on the Supreme Court.
No doubt Republicans in the Senate
are still smarting over the Thomas
lynching. But it is my sincere hope
that they will comport themselves
better than did their Democratic col¬
leagues, even if Clinton nominates
someone I don't like. Living with an¬
other trained judge who actually
thinks Roe vs. Wade is sound Consti¬
tutional law is one thing, but being
embarrassed about my country?
That's a feeling I hope I never again
experience.

AIDS poster exhibit has powerful message
By Sheela Agarwal

C

There are no small
victories in the fight
against heart disease.

% American Heart
11 Association
1992. American Heart Association

overing the walls of Ben Mays
Gallery is a message convey¬
ing more than that the use of
condoms can help to prevent the
spread of AIDS. There are images
displayed for all of our community to
examine. These images reflect every
aspect of the global population. The
fact that AIDS makes no distinction
between gender, race, or sexual pref¬
erence is a prevalent notion that is ex¬
pressed by the exhibit.
There
is no myth left
unchallenged, rather one is educated
about various lifestyles as opposed to
rejecting them. Perhaps that is the
problem—we tend to deny that which
we can not explain or that which
frightens us. It's true, AIDS is fright¬
ening. The issue appears to be so
black and white, but that is merely be¬
cause we wish it could be so simple.
AIDS doesn't care who you are or
what your sexual preference is.
I walk through the gallery and
stare at the hundreds of posters and
see so many things. Many of you have
had the same experience, and those of
you who haven't, I hope that you take
the time (just five minutes) to look at
the writing on the wall.
Some of the articles and editorials
accompanying the exhibit have de¬
scribed this message as homosexual
pornography. After careful inspection
of each poster once again, I still can't

The messages are clear and at our disposal
whenever we are in Chase Hall.
No one is immune to the AIDS virus
which continues to strike at every chance it gets.
understand what it is about the exhibit
that would disturb someone to the
point where they would vandalize.
I would think if you didn't want
to see the depictions, the logical op¬
tion would be to close your eyes, your
mind, and yourself from that which is
too distressing. Let's see, some of the
posters demonstrate the proper way
in which to put on a condom. Is that
pornography or plainly a tutorial so
that your next encounter won't be so
awkward?
Wait, I'm overlooking something,
the suggestion that the use of a
condom is portrayed with homo¬
sexual relations as well as hetero¬
sexual ones: hence the term homo¬
sexual pornography comes to play.
However, this term only shows the
homophobic conclusion that all repre¬
sentations of homosexuality is por¬
nography.
There is one poster of two men
intertwined that reminds me of those
Obsession advertisements that you
see in every Vogue and Glamor
magazine. And then, I think harder
and can't remember how I know that
the two bodies in those ads are of op¬

posite genders. The faces are obscure
and the body parts hidden, so what
causes the assumption that the pair
are of opposite gender?
Moving back to the posters on the
wall, the figures are visibly men and
are comfortably, naturally intertwined
in a manner expressing desire and
strength. Now, I see where that
would stir discomfort for some be¬
cause they can't visualize themselves
in that same position—or is it that they
can, although society has dictated that
such positions are unnatural. Just
think about it or turn away, but don't
vandalize it.
The messages are clear and at our
disposal whenever we are in Chase
Hall. No one is immune to the AIDS
virus which continues to strike at ev¬
ery chance it gets.
We must strive to work, not only
as a community, but as a community
that is aware of the consequences of
our actions, because, no matter how
we try to disassociate from this epi¬
demic, we will never be immune.
Look at the posters, in one image or
another can't you see someone that
you know?
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The death penalty: does it serve as a legitimate punishment?
YES

l

Punishment
suitable for crimes
against society
By Rob Kaplan
and Stefanie Pearson
here are certain controversial
subjects that nearly all "people
of conscience" agree upon. We
may realize that there are, indeed,
people out there who disagree with us
but, for the most part, we are so sure
of our convictions that we forget to
examine the arguments for the oppos¬
ing sides. Capital punishment is one
such issue.
We all know the arguments
against it: it's cruel and unusual, it's
expensive, it's unnecessary, it's vio¬
lent and it's racist. We maintain that
these arguments are not as sacrosanct
as many of us believe and that there
are instances in which capital punish¬
ment may be justified. We also be¬
lieve that simply abolishing the death
penalty will not address the underly¬
ing problems of the U.S. criminal jus¬
tice system.
A New York Public Defender's
Association study tells us that while it
costs $602,000 to incarcerate a person
for 40 years, one execution costs $1.8
million. The nearly $1.2 million dif¬
ference between incarceration and ex¬
ecution is due, not to a large electric
bill, but to the numerous and expen¬
sive court appeals each death penalty
case undergoes. The natural response
is that eliminating these costly appeals
will go a long way towards making capital punishment more expedient and
"cost-efficient."
Cost efficiency, however, should not be a determining factor; justice might
be a more appropriate gauge. Even so, the death penalty itself is not inherently
cost-inefficient but is rather made so by the numberless appeals put forth by at¬
torneys simply seeking to delay an execution.
The obvious response is that these appeals cases are necessary. After all,
killing someone is not something that any society should take lightly, even if the
individual in question has been convicted of a heinous crime. Apparently, all
these appeals cases don't make enough of a difference since an article in The
Stanford Law Review maintains that in the past 21 years over 40 innocent people
have been executed. Obviously, the appeals process is ineffective. However, this
flaw is not in itself a reflection of the necessity of maintaining the use of the death
penalty.
It is true that a person convicted of killing a white person is more likely to
receive the death penalty than a person convicted of a killing a person of color.
This reflects not on the death penalty but on the criminal justice system. Elimi¬
nating the death penalty will do nothing to eliminate the racism that affects not
only the sentencing of all crimes but that affects the way police treat minorities,
the types of cases they actively pursue, the cases district attorneys and public
defenders decide to prosecute or plea out, or the way juries convict. The racism
inherent to the criminal justice system (and to American society at large) will not
be affected by eliminating the death penalty.
We do believe that the manner in which the death penalty has been practiced
has been, at times, relatively bloodthirsty. (Recall the cheering spectators when
Ted Bundy was executed.) This may be an outgrowth of a public perception that
the criminal justice system simply does not mete out justice. We also believe that
this is a reflection, not a causal factor, of our society's propensity towards vio¬
lence.
j Ultimately, we believe that the most compelling argument against capital
punishment is simply that a society that values life does not kill its citizens.
However, we maintain that there are some limited instances in which it is justi¬
fiable for such a society to execute a person. These include persons previously
sentenced to life imprisonment who kill again while in jail, persons sentenced to
life imprisonment who demonstrate a willingness and ability to escape from jail
and commit more murders (Ted Bundy, for instance, who escaped from jail and
brutally rapec
’ murdered at least two more women), and perpetrators of
"crimes against humanity"—leaders who use their power to effect genocide or
other forms of state-sponsored mass murder (Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin and
Idi Amin, for example). In these instances, we feel that capital punishment is
justified.

T

NO

i

The expense far
outways any
percieved benefit
By Laura Mytels
dvocates of the death penalty
often defend their stance
with seemingly moral ex¬
cuses. However, justice can never be
achieved through the death penalty.
The arguments for the death penalty,
that it is cheaper than incarcerating a
person for life and that the family
members of murder victims want the
perpetrator to receive the death pen¬
alty, are completely inaccurate. In ad¬
dition, the supposed positive benefits
of the death penalty, primarily that it
acts as a deterrent for other criminals
who are thinking of committing seri¬
ous crimes, are false as well.
According to a study by the New
York Public Defenders Association, it
costs $602,000 to incarcerate a person
for 40 years. This sum is small when
compared to the $1.8 million that it
costs to push a death sentence through
the numerous layers of courts and
appeals. In order to reach the final
stages of a death sentence, a person
has the right to initiate judicial pro¬
ceedings 11 different times. Each new
case costs the state a large sum of
money—more money than it would
cost to incarcerate the person for al¬
most 120 years!
Although these numerous trials
and appellate hearings may appear to
be excessive, they are, in fact, neces¬
sary. Since 1972, over 40 innocent
persons have been sentenced to the death penalty, according to a study pub¬
lished in the Stanford Law Review. The numerous trials available to inmates on
death row are therefore essential. The costs involved in these trials, however,
prove that the costs associated with the death penalty make it completely inviable.
Defenders of the death penalty often argue that they hold their position be¬
cause it provides a method for paying retribution to the surviving family mem¬
bers of murder victims. Coretta Scott King, wife of the late Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr., is one of many survivors who is opposed to the death penalty.
Ironically, the death penalty often enhances the pain of family members be¬
cause it reduces their loss to the sole compensation of another death. Rather than
allowing society to realize the loss of the murder victim, the death penalty forces
the victim to be ignored while the perpetrator of the crime receives intense media
coverage.
It is argued that the death penalty acts as a deterrent for criminals in that the
criminals will not commit the crime if they fear receiving the death penalty.
However, many murderers do not use such logic when contemplating and en¬
acting their crime. In addition, according to a publication by the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports Division, the murder rate in states that have the death penalty is
7.4 murders for every 100,000 people, while the rate is4.9 for those states without
the death penalty. These numbers indicate that rather than acting as a deterrent,
the death penalty instead fosters a society based on the notion that killing is ac¬
ceptable. Because of this correlation, the death penalty incites crime rather than
deterring it.
In addition to the above arguments against the death penalty, it must be
noted that the death penalty in the United States has been implemented in a racist
manner. In general, the death penalty has been used to punish those people who
have murdered white people. This imbalance indicates that our judicial system
values the life of a white person over a person of color, and, accordingly, kills
those who are convicted of murdering the more-valued white person. If the
death penalty were abolished, this manifestation of our racist judicial process
would be eliminated.
The United States is the only industrialized democracy that still uses the
death penalty. The United States also follows a constitution that outlaws "cruel
and unusual punishment." For the numerous reasons stated above, the death
penalty is indeed cruel and unusual—and expensive, and unnecessary, and
violent, and racist. As a society, we can no longer support such an abhorrent
practice. Many groups, such as Amnesty International (which has a chapter on
the Bates campus) and Mainers Against the Death Penalty, are actively working
to eliminate the death penalty. We have an obligation to see that they succeed.

A
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Inhumane abuse of animals is nothing more than cruelty

I

By Loren Hayes

The study of animals for the purpose of
improving medications is an area I will not attack

had just finished working with
hazardous wastes and doing in¬
ventory on chemicals in the
Carnegie Science building the other
day when I saw my buddy walking
down the hallway. We were talking
outside of room 522 when we decided
to go visit Manny the Mallard, the first
bird we had successfully stuffed in or¬
nithology class last semester. To our
dismay, Manny was no longer in the
lab—someone had taken him away
from his new home.
As I pondered over a topic for this
week's issue, I suddenly thought of
Manny. I felt kind of close to the bird
because my friend Jeff and I had spent
so long working on him. We had
gained a great deal by working on this
bird; indeed the experience strength¬
ened my respect for birds. As I
thought of Manny, I soon realized that
I had not covered one of the most con¬
troversial environmental issues of our
time. I decided that I would cover the
ominous question, "Should humans
dissect or conduct experiments on
animals?"
There are various arguments out
there for and against the use of ani¬
mals in scientific studies. The first ar¬
gument, given by those who are
strongly against animal testing, states
that animals have rights to live.
An argument given primarily by sci¬
entists who see a need in testing for
the good of humans, suggests that
without animal testing, many of the
products we buy would be unsafe and
many of the medicines we now have
would not have been discovered.
Finally, there are those who say
that animal testing is good when con¬
ducted in a proper way—a way in
which the animals are not overly
abused and the process does not be¬
come superfluous.
I am not a strong proponent for
animal testing; I truly believe that, like
human beings, animals have rights.

because the results from such testing
may improve the lives of many people.
Indeed, my work with promoting
the rights of endangered species
shows that I respect ani
mals.
Yet, at the same
time, I cannot say that
I am totally against
testing on animals as
is evidenced by the
fact that I have con¬
ducted various animal
dissections in the re¬
cent past. I guess I
would then fall into the
third group who stands for efficient
animal testing.
I am, however, strongly opposed
to wasteful animal testing. Animals
should not be wasted for the purpose
of producing material things that we
do not need.
In recent months, I have become
more and more disillusioned with
large industries, such as the cosmetic
industry, that use animals "inhu¬
manely" for testing their products.
Animals should be respected and
tested for the right purposes.
The study of animals for the pur¬
pose of improving medications is an
area I will not attack because the re¬
sults from such testing may improve
the lives of many people. I will not
argue against doctors who conduct
tests on animals for the correct reasons
— just as long as the animals are not
wrongly abused.
There is a fine line between pro¬
ductive testing and cruel punishment.
Although I would cut into an animal
for the reason of finding a cure for
AIDS or cancer, there is no way that I
can support the constant testing that
involves the useless punishment of
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these animals. In other
jr words, yes, we know
T
that if a heavy obX ject is dropped on
a
monkey's
head, the help¬
less
creature
will get hurt.
Testing of
animals for the
purpose of bet¬
ter understand¬
ing their anatomy
and physiology is
also an acceptable reason. I have
gained a great deal from my studies of
birds and the ever popular fetal pig.
By studying these animals, one
can gain a greater understanding and
appreciation for the animal and the
biological processes which go on
within it.
With this understanding under
our belts, we can learn to respect the
animals more and work to maintain a
homeostatic balance between our
conflicting environments.
Studies conducted in high schools
or colleges should use animals that
have been killed by accident or have
died naturally. For example, I felt
little remorse in cutting into Manny
and the cedar waxwings we studied
because they had died as a result of an
accident or a natural death.
Furthermore, our professor used
road-kill for our specimens, thus sav¬
ing the dead birds from going to
waste. Sick species should also be
used for certain studies as long as their
illness does not affect the experiment.
Animals do have rights that hu¬
mans must respect—they have the
right to coexist with us because all of

us are organisms of this earth. At the
same time, however, I believe that we
have the right to use animals wisely in
an effort to improve the welfare of our
population. We have the right to dis¬
cover cures to diseases that cause
great suffering.
While we have the right to use
animals to make positive improve¬
ments upon our society, we must gain
a respect for these animals and learn
to use them wisely. We must limit the
amount of wasteful and repetitive
testing that goes on by focusing on our
needs.
Therefore, we must focus our at¬
tacks upon organizations that pro¬
mote the useless harming of animals.
I would agree with a movement to
stop large companies from conducting
wasteful testing.
As concerned humans, we can
stop this wasteful testing by the one
source that fuels companies—the
wallet. We can buy items that are
made without animal testing. We can
also stop wasteful testing upon ani¬
mals by stressing the importance of
animal
rights
to
our
Congressmembers and representa¬
tives. Finally, we can stress the need
to protect our endangered species, so
that they, too, will not come under the
knife.
Returning to the respect thing—
the greatest thing we can do when
working with animals is respect them
while we learn. I can remember feel¬
ing a deep respect for Manny as I
worked on him and made a great at¬
tempt not to waste his body while
stuffing him. Although he had been
dead for some time, I made a special
effort to study him while keeping in
mind the beauty of his existence.
Although this may sound ex¬
tremely corny to some, we must re¬
member that existence in this world is
the most precious thing that all organ¬
isms possess. With this in mind, we
must work even harder to respect the
other organisms with whom we coex¬
ist.

ESPECIALLY 00H, YOU'RE

WITH YOU AS FUNNY. PO
MY PATE. YOU UANT TO
DANCE?

DON'T WORRY, I'D NEVER
PUSH YOU INTO DOING
ANYTHING THAT YOU
WEREN'T READY TO DO.

M£? NO, I, UH... I DON'T
PANCE. hY MOM WAS KILLED
IN A TRAGIC FOX-TROT y—
ACCIDENT LAST
OH NY GOD,
YEAR, SO..
REALLY ?

WELL, NO,
OH, C'NON,
T3UT I WISH IT'LL BE
SHE HAP [ FUN!
BEEN.

I WAS
KENNER/ YOU'RE
PROPPED AS
THE ONLY GUY
A CHILD.
I KNOW WHO
ISN'T A TOTAL
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What do The Village People and Jan Brady have in common?
By James Dellafiora

I can only see one reason why this

t is that magic weekend. Yes, we
have waited the entire year,
weathered many a snowstorm,
even had the occasion postponed. But,
like the inexorable coming of spring, it
has finally arrived.
I am referring to the party of par¬
ties: the Tacky Party. Many of us have
gathered our costumes and planned
this weekend around this polyester
evening. Unfortunately, the dignified
All-College Gala Saturday night will
remain a mere afterthought to the cel¬
ebration of pure unadulterated cheese
that will erupt in the Den tonight.
Even though it is called the Tacky
Party, it's really just an excuse to
worship cheese.
It seems that this is the most
looked-forward to party of the year,
even better than Triad. The popularity
of the Tacky Party seems pretty clear.
What remains a bit of a mystery is
why this party is so successful. Since
things "tacky" are always connected
to the 1970s as the main cultural influ¬
ence that strange decade imparted on
us, I can only see one reason why this
party succeeds like it does. We are all
tacky cheeseballs at heart.

party succeeds like it does.

I

We are all tacky cheeseballs at heart.
Don't deny it! I think we as a soci¬
ety would be much stronger if we just
had the strength to recognize our true
nature for what it is. I have come to
terms with my cheesiness. I used to
blush about nine shades of red at the
sight of pictures from when I was five
or six years old, wearing really bad tan
polyester outfits. I wondered if it was
possible to sue my parents for delayed
embarrassment via tacky clothes worn
in 1977. But now I understand myself
better. I now realize that I was born
too late, or the '70s ended too soon.
My life might be richer if I would have
had the chance to go to a real disco at
a time when saying the word disco
didn't produce hoots of laughter from
everyone within earshot. Where's a
time machine when you need one?
But you all know what I mean.
What's that? Some of you out
there think you operate above the
cheese factor I am describing? Then let
me ask you: Why will everyone at the
party be doing the Y-M-C-A thing

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

|

Multicultural Center deserves visability
To the Editor:
After careful work and coopera¬
tion between the President's office, the
Dean of Students' office, and many
concerned students, a formal proposal
for the development of a multicultural
center has been submitted. By next
year an active and supported center
will have begun stimulating crosscultural understanding at Bates. But a
critical decision remains: where
should the facility go?
The proposal submitted recom¬
mends the placement of the
multicultural center in Clapp House,
an alternative being in 53 Campus
Avenue, the Writing Workshop.
Overall, the Dean's proposal would
lead to the creation of a successful fa¬
cility by combining programming and
facilities, but the success of a
multicultural center depends on its
ability to reach the greater campus
population as well as the membership
of the multicultural groups. For these
reasons, I feel 53 Campus Avenue is
the optimum location.
The development of a center in 53
Campus
Avenue
allows
for
multicultural center programming to
be used in conjunction with the larger
facilities of Chase Hall; receptions, li¬
brary use and offices would all be
brought to bear on the programs
much more effectively than if the cen¬
ter is out of the mainstream of student
traffic. Additionally, the center's pro¬
grams must incorporate the campus
as a whole, a goal much more easily
achieved in 53 Campus Avenue, an
easy drop-in destination. Also, with
the many student offices in Chase
Hall, the Coordinator of Student Ac¬
tivities Office and the Student Center,
communication
between
the
multicultural groups and the campus
community would be vastly in¬
creased. Locations further away
would risk isolation of the center.
Furthermore, the statement of

support for the enhancement of
multiculturalism on campus made by
a centrally located, well equipped and
well supported facility would go a
long way toward reassuring the cul¬
turally diverse students at Bates that
they are supported intellectually, en¬
vironmentally and spiritually. It of¬
fers prospective students a visible
standard by which to judge the
school's commitment to making them
feel at home. Finally, a central facility,
equipped and supported, sends a sig¬
nal to the whole campus that the
range of cultures and perspectives
that comprise our world must be cel¬
ebrated and acknowledged for the
importance they hold.
The location of 53 Campus Av¬
enue is not without its drawbacks. It
is currently occupied by the staff of
the Writing Workshop, it does not of¬
fer quite the office space that Clapp
House does. Furthermore, in this time
of budget crunches, the renovation
costs of bringing two building up to
code instead of one would be corre¬
spondingly higher. But the cost of
displacing the staff of the Writing
Workshop and renovating the build¬
ing, while high in both emotions and
dollars, is the cost we must pay to en¬
sure the multicultural center become
the achievement it could and should
be.
I agree with the administration
that the multicultural center should be
incorporated with the planning of a
new student center down the road.
But in the next seven to ten years, if
the center is to succeed in its mission,
the best combination of facilities, pro¬
gramming and location must be
found. I believe that 53 Campus Av¬
enue is that combination.

David Bloom '93
Former President,
Jewish Cultural Community

when The Village People are played
tonight? How did everyone know to
do that?
No one can pinpoint why, but ev¬
eryone does it. Everyone can and will
"do the hustle." Everyone can identify
ABBA's masterpiece, "Dancing
Queen," and deep down, we're all
moved by the Swedish super-group's
stirring anthem to an energetic teen at
a disco on Friday night. It's tacky! It's
cheesy! But then again, aren't we all?
If your subconscious taste for bad
music doesn't convince you to stand
up and face your cheese identity, let
us turn our attention to television.
Face it, everyone knows every plot
twist and conflict resolution for any
given installment of "The Brady
Bunch" after watching just the first
minute of the episode.
Life is "The Brady Bunch." Satur¬
day nights in the late '70s were abso¬
lute bliss as ABC sent us all on a twohour cheese fest with "The Love Boat"
and "Fantasy Island." "Donny and

Marie" were also quite the craze for a
while. To many lads who had their
first crush on Farrah Fawcett, the big¬
haired actress will forever be synony¬
mous with "Charlie's Angels" and
detectives with faceless employers.
Tuesday nights it was "Happy Days"
and "Laverne and Shirley," two '70s
shows that tried to satire the cheesy
'50s. Yeah, right.
I even believe part of the reason
"L.A. Law" took off in the late '80s
was because Susan Dey carried the
baton of television tradition straight
off of the technicolor bus of the "The
Partridge Family" and directly into
the world of trendy Los Angeles at¬
torneys. The cheese tradition is hard
to kill. It lives on and on. We all rec¬
ognize that by now.
As many of us gather in a very
cramped place tonight and the poly¬
ester sticks to our sides like flypaper, I
for one will remember the real reason
why this party occurs every year. For
one brief evening, anyone can be Jan
Brady or John Travolta. Even if your
outfit doesn't quite match the de¬
scription of any '70s character, it will
still be a walk down cheesy memory
lane. A walk worth a lot of laughs, but
also an act of "coming home." Long
life, and lots of cheese.

Syracuse Abroad

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...
AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •
ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •
ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN
• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language
• SU Credit
• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships
• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

********** rmn
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Probe

Ranger

Thunderbird

MAGNA

Taurus

Escort

Bronco

Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.
You took endless tests and endured more allnighters than you can remember. It’s time to receive
the credit you’re due — savings on the Ford car or
truck of your choice.
And your Ford dealer can help. Right now, you can
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993
Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in¬
centives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRR

You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.
This offer is available to college grads, grad school
graduates and grad school students graduating
between January 1,1993 and December 31,1993So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up
some extra credit — big savings on a Ford car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

flEW ENGLAND
FORD
FORD DEALERS
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AIDS poster talk examines representations of gays in art
By Tabitha Sparks
Arts Editor
Social panic proportional to the
danger of AIDS pollutes its depiction
in the arts media. While the AIDS
poster exhibit currently on view in
Chase Hall and sponsored by the
Bates Arts Society has been received
with enthusiasm, the images have
generated resistance elsewhere. AIDS
is a delicate topic whose representa¬
tion is challenged by the sometimes
contesting interests of its viewers and
representers. On Wednesday night,
Assistant Professor of Art History
Chris Reed from the University of
Southern Maine analyzed the visual
presentations of AIDS and homo¬
sexuality in his talk entitled "Strange
Bedfellows: Art History and AIDS
Activism,
Politics,
and
Postmodernism."
How we process the iconography
of these posters reveals not just our
understanding of AIDS, but of homo¬
sexuality. The posters, said Reed, al¬
most all represent gay interest groups;
those sponsored by medical, govern¬
mental, or other organizations are
generally not included.
The curators of this travelling
show arrange it under the headings of
"Death," "Desire," "Defense," and
"Defiance," but Reed considered its
degrees of visible vs. invisible coding
of gay life. "How do the visual con¬
structions of meaning work?" he
asked. "To control meaning is to have
power," so the legibility of the mes¬
sage measures the poster's effective¬
ness and gauges its ideological con¬
struction of gay culture.
On a more simple and immediate
level, Reed hopes that the works will
be read literally. They offer serious
advice while portraying social values.
Reed compared the treatment of
gays and AIDS in several posters,
ranging from a clinical detachment to
more confrontational imaging. They
almost all demand "a pervasive re¬
quirement of foreknowledge" in their

illustrations of gay culture. Even eas¬
ily recognizable symbols like the pink
triangle contain archaic allusions; as
Reed explained, this image was first
used by the Nazi's in concentration
camps to denote male homosexual
prisoners.
The varying requirements of cul¬
tural knowledge affect "how the im¬
ages become visible and readable" to
different viewers, and in consequence,
how they delineate our larger social
perception of homosexuality and
AIDS. Many of the posters, said Reed,
challenge traditional definitions of re¬
ligion and national identity. A poster
from Brazil figures a condom along
with the more prosaic image of Bra¬
zilian life: two bodies on a beach.
Such a juxtaposition familiarizes
viewers to the potentially delicate
topic of sex and AIDS.
Other posters hide the issues be¬
hind non-threatening approaches that
effect denial, like the American work
that uses a Norman Rockwell painting
to present its AIDS message in com¬
fortable iconographic territory. As
Reed pointed out, this image tells us
nothing about AIDS, thereby reinforc¬
ing its socialized sensitivity.
Reed contrasted this poster to an¬
other U.S. piece that features two
young, happy, gay men, a condom, an
American flag, and the title "Life, lib¬
erty, and the pursuit of happiness."
This image successfully realizes safe
sex to be the precursor to life, which in
turn makes liberty and happiness
possible at the same time that it locates
AIDS and gays in emblems of
American culture.
Reed's talk emphasized that we
are now in the midst of creating gay
imagery, and the AIDS virus is the
catalyst of that construction in many
artistic fields. Of course, the political
messages of gay culture in the AIDS
posters reflect their placement and
context.
Images which are
museumized in exhibits like ours have
different connotations when plas¬

TAKE THE KEYS.
CALI A CAB.
TAKE A STAND.

Assistant Professor of Art History at University of Southern Maine Chris Reed
spoke Wednesday on the AIDS poster exhibit.
Chris Comrack photo.
tered, for instance, on the door of a
public toilet.
However, even in museum-like
settings these posters stir controversy.
While exhibited at USM they were
graffitied with protests that they were
"offensive" to those with "religious
sensibilities." Ironically, this message

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.

Sloves help your grip. Leathers
aelp prevent hypothermia. And all
jear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever
become the flying object. Yff/
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS

defaced a poster sponsored by a reli¬
gious group, blotting out Moses with
its inscription of rage. Fear may be a
natural reaction to AIDS, but such
hysteria deconstructs the best way we
have to process our anxiety: the posi¬
tive construction of information and
awareness.
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Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot” makes nothing into something
By Aaron Hunter

Student Correspondent
There is loads written about Sam
Beckett's play "Waiting for Godot"—
what it has to say about hope, pessi¬
mism, pain, and "human perplexity"
(The London Times). I've seen the
play twice, but have never read it, so I
don't pretend to be an expert on its
meanings or the complexity of
Beckett's message, but in viewing it
recently I did come away with some
ideas about what its existence as a
work of art means to me.
The play opens with a line that
will turn into a refrain, which in many
ways sums up the lives of the two
main characters. Estragon (Gogo) is
trying to remove a boot that is causing
his foot to ache, giving up again and
again, until he finally exclaims,
"Nothing to be done." This sentence
echoes throughout the play and can be
a springboard into a discussion of the
play's deeper meanings. Is there any¬
thing to be done? Is there any point to
waiting around for something that
will never happen? Is the hope that
causes one to do so, however life-sav¬
ing it may seem, some kind of cruel
joke or lie? As I said before, I leave

these and other questions to the drama
and literary critics who know.
The importance of the line to me is
that it reminds me of something that
Beckett once said. Shortly after gradu¬
ating from Trinity College, Dublin, he
was still living with, and off, his
mother, who was trying to get him to
go out and work—to use his degree.
Being the tortured soul that he was,
Beckett wanted nothing to do with his
mother's advice. He supposedly saw
life as a disease and his reply to his
mother was that all he wanted to do
was lie in bed, fart, and think about
Dante. I would say that he was of the
mind that there was "nothing to be
done."
Of course that's not all he spent his
life doing, but his introspective nature
is reflected by his art. His first novel,
"Murphy," figures a main character
who often falls into introspection so
deep he doesn't know where he is or
what is going on around him. Even in
"Godot," one could imagine the dia¬
logue between the’ characters as a se¬
ries of conversations in the head of one
person, as they must have originally
been. This introspection can be seen as
an exploration of the self, but also as a
form of self-confession, an attempt to

make the self more of a closed system.
Luckily for us, Beckett's attempt to
make himself a closed system was a
failure, and the result is his art. This is
what the play makes me think about.
There was something to be done for
him; it was his art. Art can, perhaps,
be said to be something to be done
about "nothing to be done."
In a recent conversations about
blues music, a professor of mine said
something to the effect of "the blues
are ironically sacramental in that they
turn sorrow into joy in a public fash¬
ion." This statement can be applied to
many types of art—not that all art is
public in its performance or "work¬
manship" like the blues, but that it all
comes from ideas in one head and is
worked into a final state that is then
offered to the public. Once in the
public sphere, art can work its magic
on whoever will take it, and while one
person's "sacrament" is the next
person's trash, art is beautiful in that
there is something for almost every¬
one, whether it be "high art" or "low
art" or "pop art" or whatever.
While we might not find joy for all
of our sorrows in art, or even recep¬
tacles for all of our joy, there is a
power in it that cannot be found else-

[artscoumM
where—and this is true of both expe¬
riencing the art of others and creating
one's own art. How many of us can
say that this person's writing or that
person's music got us through a par¬
ticularly difficult time?
Beckett referred to art as a stain on
the silence. While he may have meant
that art is a necessary evil through
which one breaks out of their closed
system in order to find some kind of
relief in expression, I prefer to think of
it differently. The silence he refers to
is much like the waiting—for Godot,
for salvation, whatever. It is the time
spent on pacing, worrying, wasting. It
is the time when there is "nothing to
be done." The stains are the some¬
thing. They give sound to the silence,
color to the whiteness. For all of the
pain that may have caused them, I'm
glad that Beckett and others like him
were forced to break the silence of
their own heads. I'm glad that they
left us their stains as scraps that we
can grab onto and turn into a kind of
hope that isn't a cruel joke, but a gift
that makes all of the waiting worth
waiting for.

Choir and orchestra present concert this weekend
■■SH

Orphan Annie's
Antique & Curio Shop

ITS ‘PSVRjy

TIME
Come in before the ne%t party

,

forjezvefry dotting, fiats, or
other accessories. ‘Everything
avaiCabfefrom tacky and
funky to efegant and sty fish.
Stop in and see us today!
96 Court Street •
Auburn • 782-0638
Open Mon.-Sat 10*5 &
Sunday 12*5

—--A

Postponed Due To Weather

2nd Annual
JAGERFACE
Contest
at The
Cage
on Saturday
March 27
8pm
Come
challenge last
year’s cham¬
pion Rony
Laguerre as
he defends
his crown.

Chris Comrack photo.
By Tabitha Sparks

Arts Editor
When John Corrie of the applied
music faculty talks about an incorpo¬
ration of "shifting colors," one may be
surprised to learn that he is referring
to the Bates College Choir and Cham¬
ber Orchestra Spring Concert. Corrie,
director of the concert, previews an
inviting description of its three fea¬
tured works to be performed this
weekend on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, 8 p.m. and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
First presented will be the 1893
version of french composer Gabriel
Faure's "Requiem." Called "an im¬
pressionistic piece" by Corrie, he was
drawn to its flexibility in performance.

Because Faure directed this piece
many different ways, it gives Corrie
"latitude" in instrumental and vocal
arrangements. Such accommodating
pieces are helpful to the restrictions of
the Olin Concert Hall, whose small
size prevents the performance of
works written for many instruments.
Soloists William Talpe, Joe Osheroff
'93, Alison Stout '95, and Venessa
Burczak '94 are joined by harpist Erin
Schaaf '95.
For the first time, this concert in¬
cludes a solo work. Kristin Swartz '93
sings Mozart's "Exultate Jubilate,"
which consists of three movements
and an easily recognizable hallelujah
chorus. Swartz, a soprano, worked on
this piece in an independent study

with Corrie last winter.
Mozart's Mass in C completes the
concert, which Corrie also directed
four years ago. Soloists Burczak, so¬
prano, Alicia Ginter '95, alto, David
Carpenter '94, tenor, and John Kramer
'95, bass, are accompanied by trom¬
bonists in corresponding ranges.
It is the different combinations of
instruments throughout the concert
that generate Corrie's metaphor of
"shifting colors." They provide "dif¬
ferent textures" to accompany what
Corrie calls "the best sight readers"
he's ever directed in this choir. Their
"very strong quality sound" should
encourage concert-goers this week¬
end.

The Arts
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The Frenzied Pursuit of Creativity . . .

The Bates College Choir
and Chamber Orchestra
will present Faure's Requiem
and Mozart's Coronation Mass
and Exulte Jubilate, directed by
John Corrie of the applied
music faculty. Friday, Satur¬
day, and Sunday, March 26-28,
8 p.m. and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Olin Concert Flail. Free, but
call 6135 for reservations.

Dance Production: The
Frenzied Pursuit of
Creativity: An Evening of
Dance. Directed by Marcy
Plavin and featuring the works
of student choreographers.
Friday through Sunday, March
26-28,8 p.m. and 2 p.m. on
Sunday. Schaeffer Theatre.
Reservations, x6161. $4/$2.

Filmboard presents The
Last of the Mohicans.
Starring Daniel-Day Lewis and
Madeleine Stowe, adapted
from James Fenimore Cooper's
novel. Friday through Sunday,
March 26-28,7 and 9:30 p.m.
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall.
$2.

The Gospel of Luke, a
one-person drama
performance. The story of
Christ is adapted from the
King James Bible by Broadway
actor Bruce Kuhn. Sunday and
Monday, March 28-29,7 p.m.
Bates Chapel, Sunday, and
Gannet Theatre, Monday. $4/
$2.

The Olin Museum of
Art's Senior Thesis
Exhibition will open on
Friday, April 9, with a recep¬
tion, 7-9 p.m. Selected prints,
paintings, sculpture, drawings,
and pottery. Open until May
31.

Pianist Duncan
Cumming '93 presents a
recital of works by Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin, and
Bartok. Friday, April 2,8 p.m.
Olin Concert Hall. Free.

Read Arts

The Bates Modern Dance Company performs their Spring show this weekend, staging a variety of student choreo
graphed works.
Chris Comrack photo.

Latest hip-hop and rap tunes led by Kenny Dope single
By Denis Howard
Staff Reporter_
The year 1993 is shaping up to be
better than last year as far as concert
tours go. Run D.M.C., Sade and
Prince are all currently on the road.
This year is also not without major
musical events. Stay tuned to this
column for details on the Freaknik
Gathering to be held in Atlanta,
Georgia, from April 23 through 25.
On the air, the hottest hip-hop
song at the moment is by Kenny Dope.
"Donadda" and its flipside, "Rama
Jama," is already a pick hit on several
open format shows nationwide and
the rap market is beginning to catch
on. I predict this track will get to be
large. This single is from "Kenny
Dope Present the Mad Racket," on Big
Beat Records.
A brand new single is due from
Double XX Posse, and the flipside of
that song will be a collaboration with
Brand Nubian and a remix of a song
from "Put Ya Boots On."
"Ill Street Blues" recently went to

number one, and there is now a single
of the Kool G Rap & DJ Polo song.
There will be four songs on the single
release. In addition to "P@k U Man,"
there will be three versions of "Ill
Street Blues," including an instru¬
mental, an a cappella, and the best
version of all, the album cut. The sec¬
ond single, "On The Run," will be
remixed by Trak Masterz and have
"Straight Jacket" as a flipside.
Speaking of the Trak Masterz,
their debut album, "The Lil' Bas¬
tards," will have a new single out
soon. "Wild Ass Minor" will feature
"It's Time To Catch Wreck" on the
second side.
Due out at the end of this month is
"Come Play with Me" by T. C. F. (The
Chosen Few). This looks like the only
rhythm and blues release all year that
could ignite compact disk players.
Evidence of this is apparent in the first
two tracks that I have heard—"The
Hardest Working Lover" and "I Ain't
The One." A third track, "There Will
Never Be," is so greased with passion
that it could be featured in "Last

MUSIC REVIEW
Tango in Paris." The final notable
track on the album will be "Ooh Baby
Baby," a new version of a Smokey
Robinson classic. The rest of the com¬
pact disk should be just as impressive.
A new EP is due soon from M. C.
Shan. Due in May, this one features
even slicker mixes like "Pussy Ain't
Nothin'," "Hip Hop Roughneck,"
"Don't Call It a Come Back," and "Pe¬
nile Reunion."
The third single from rapper
Shante is due any day now and fea¬
tures her duet "Deadly Rhymes," per¬
formed with Kool G Ra, on the
flipside.
The second single from YZ, titled
"Headed for the Barber Shop," is also
due momentarily.
Also stay tuned for new albums
from Biz Markie and Big Daddy Kane,
as well as singles from Das EFX, Da
Youngsta's, D-Influence, and En
Vogue.

WHEN DRINKING
CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.
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Baseball and softball eagerly await spring thaw
By Matt Deane

By Evan Silverman

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

Optimism is an underlying theme
for this year's Bates College varsity
baseball team. The Bobcats are com¬
ing off a very successful season with
hopes that this year will bring the
same results. The team lost five play¬
ers to graduation, but head coach
Robert Flynn is optimistic that the
quality level will remain high. The
team finished last season with a 14-8
record and won the Colby-BatesBowdoin Championship, so this
year's team will have to play ex¬
tremely well to measure up to last
year's standards.
Coach Flynn realizes that the loss
of last years' seniors will definitely
make an impact on the team. There
are some big shoes to fill at several
positions this season. The 'Cats lost
three players who batted well over
.300; co-captain and third baseman
Bob Kearney (.329), shortstop Aaron
Winkler (.352) and designated hitter
Eddy Travis (.351) will be sorely
missed. Also, the departure of pitcher
Tim Collins (4-1 record) and first
baseman Brad Adams is a factor. The
question now is whether players on
this year's team can step up and pro¬
duce. Coach Flynn believes that they
can.
Several key elements remain from
last year's team. Captain Steve Bucci
'93 returns to handle the pitching staff.
The catcher batted .319 last season and
Flynn believes his average will be
even higher this year. Bucci is pen¬
ciled into the clean-up slot of the
lineup.
Center fielder Chris Plante '93 is
coming off a .291 hitting season. Ac¬
cording to Flynn, "Chris is as good a
center fielder as anyone in the
NESCAC."
Like Bucci, Flynn looks for
Plante's hitting to improve also this
season.
The other two returnees are John
Morrissey '94 and Jason Verner '95.
Morrissey is the team's second
baseman and hit .290 last year. Verner
is slated to play left field after a .310
season.
The new starters on this year's
squad will likely determine how
successful the team will be. Chris
Comrack '93, a two-time varsity letter
earner, will cover first base. Coach
Flynn is expecting good things from
him. At third base will be Tom Lent
'94. This is Lent's first year out and he
has looked good early on. According
to Flynn, "He is definitely capable of
playing third base. We need produc¬
tion out of the third base position."
John Bowden '95 played spar¬
ingly last year, but will be this year's
starting right fielder.
The final piece of the puzzle is
shortstop Ari Friedlaender '96. The
first-year student has impressed the
coach enough to earn the starting job.
Flynn is optimistic that Friedlaender
can do a really good job. "Not only is
he a good shortstop, but he has been

Softball coach Sherry Deschaine
faces some tough decisions this
spring, but she's not exactly com¬
plaining.
With eight returning letter-earn¬
ers and seven new students playing
softball this year, the veteran coach
oversees a deep and balanced squad.
Competition remains fierce for start¬
ing positions.
"We've got a very balanced
team," said Coach Deschaine, who
enters her 17th season as head coach
with a 120-112 career mark. "We
probably have as much depth as I've
seen in years. Everyone on the team
can contribute."
Despite two successive 5-9 sea¬
sons, the Bobcats appear on the verge
of making a return to post-season play
for the first time since 1990. Five
starters all boasting career batting av¬
erages over .280 could make life diffi¬
cult for opposing pitchers.
"I really think this team has the
potential to make the post-season
tournament," said coach Deschaine.
The Bobcats also boast an excel¬
lent defense and an interesting mix of
youth and experience on the mound.
Senior captain Jodi Sturgis, who tied
the school record with 12 complete
games pitched last season, looks to be
the ace of the staff, but will receive
help from new-student sensation
Molly Walsh.
Bates could also use a little help
from Mother Nature. Saturday's sea¬
son opener scheduled against Clark
University has been postponed due to
the lingering snow. The Bobcats hope
to play ball Tuesday afternoon against
CBB rival Bowdoin College at 3:30
p.m. in Brunswick.
Following is a capsule look at the
1993 Bates College softball team:
PITCHERS: Sturgis, a stalwart
hurler, returns for her fourth season to
lead the rotation. After posting a 2.63
and 2.88 ERA during her first two
years as a collegiate pitcher, Sturgis
struggled a bit last year and finished
the season with a 4.24 ERA when she
was called upon to pitch 13 of the
Bobcats' 14 games. The captain, no
longer having to single-handedly bear
the pitching burden, looks to improve
upon last year's 5-8 record. Walsh will
hold down the second spot in the ro¬
tation.
CATCHERS: Junior Chelsea
Turner returns for her second year
behind the plate, and seeks a repeat
performance of her rookie campaign
when she batted .353 with eight walks
in 12 games in 1991. Monika Koehler
'96 will also see time behind the plate.
INFIELDERS: The strength of the
Bobcat team lies in the infield, where
defense reigns. Amy Brunner '94 will
tend the hot corner for the third con¬
secutive year, and comes off a superb
1992 campaign in which she was
named to the Maine Athletic
Intercollegiate Association for Women
All-Star team. Brunner maintains .290

Continued on Page 18, Column 1

The softball and baseball teams are scheduled to open their seasons this
weekend. Lingering snow will postpone the season openers for the uncertain
future. Meanwhile, Jodi Sturgis '93, Chris Comrack '93 and the rest of the 'Cats
are forced to hold practices indoors.
Alexis Gentile photos.

Continued on Page 18, Column 3
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Spring tennis opens season indoors tomorrow
By Marc Zuccaro
Staff Reporter

M. TENNIS

A very promising season lies
ahead for the Bobcat men's tennis
team. After admitting that last year's
team was one of the weaker squads
that Bates has had over the last few
years, Coach George Wigton and the
players are enthusiastically preparing
for the upcoming season, which be¬
gins tomorrow when Salem State
travels to the Merrill field house for a
1:00 p.m. match.
In the preseason rankings re¬
leased this winter, Bates secured a
solid number five spot in the
NESCAC, the toughest men's tennis
league in the country. Amherst, MIT,
Williams, and Tufts lie ahead of the
'Cats.
Wesleyan, the sixth-ranked team,
Tufts and Williams will be the signifi¬
cant and most influential matches of
the spring, points out Coach Wigton.
The results of these matches will most
likely determine where the team fin¬
ishes this season.
Like the fall season, the team is
saturated with first-year students,
with a core of upperclass students
leading the squad.
Mark Erelli '96 leads off the ladder
again with his all-around competency

The top two will pair up for the
first doubles team. Erelli and Steams
are perfect complements and should
be able to compete with the leagues
toughest teams.
At second doubles, Poleshek and
Marvel should be a presence in the

The team is saturated with
new-students, with a core
of upperclassmen leading
_the squad._

A young men's tennis squad is ready to open their spring season tomorrow in
Merrill Gymnasium against Salem State.
Barney Beal photo.
and strong mental edge. Dylan
Steams '96 returns with his consistent
ground strokes and serve and volley
game. Jeff Poleshek '96, a remarkably
powerful hitter, is at number three.
Captain Josh Holdeman '93, be¬
gins his final season at the number
four spot, displaying unusual consis¬
tency and a vigorous backhand slice.
Jackson
Marvel
'95 exhibits
athleticism and solid ground strokes

in the five slot, while Todd Seidel '94,
who spent the fall semester abroad,
rounds out the six varsity singles
players.
Coach Wigton stressed the im¬
portance of doubles, and as a result
there will be more emphasis on the
pairs this season. This, he remarked,
will be necessary in order to compete
with the top teams.

league, as they seem to work well to¬
gether.
The final doubles spot is occupied
by veterans Holdeman and Seidel,
whose experience and consistency can
collectively outplay opponents.
The team's depth does not end
with the top six, however. Numerous
players are breathing down the necks
of the varsity, and should assist the
squad in seasons to come. Dave
Norkin '95, Dan DeMichele '96, Casey
Oppenheim '96, Matt Rein '95, Mark
Ryan '94, Marc Zuccaro '96, and Jeff
Zink '96 all put in full time and await
their chance to help out.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a lot of Macintosh for an affordable price.

The best investments
start with inside information.
Built-in video support lets
you add up to a 16"Apple display
with 256 colors.

Add up to seven external hard disk
drives, scanners or other devices through
the SCSI port.

It runs over 4.000 Macintosh
programs, which all work in the same,
consistent, intuitive way
A built-in SuperDrive disk drive
reads from and urites to Macintosh- and
MS-DOS-formatted disks.
/I screaming 25 MHz 68030
microprocessor helps the Macintosh
LC III computer run up to 50% faster
than its best-selling predecessor.

Its internal disk drive comes in
three big sizes: 40MB. 80MB or 160MB.
So you can store lots of papers,
letters, notes, ideas.

4MB of RAM is standard.
For complex graphics or engineering
programs, you can even expand
your LC up to 36MB.

The new Apple Macintosh LC III.

When you know what we’ve built into the new Macintosh LC III
computer, its low price tag looks even better. It’s the successor to Apple’s
top-selling personal computer-the Macintosh LC II. And it has even
more speed, power and flexibility. Plus built-in networking, built-in file

sharing and more. See the new Macintosh LC III today by visiting your
Apple Campus Reseller. Where you’ll get special student pricing, as well as
service during college: And discover the power of Macintosh.The
power more college students choose. The power to be your best.
~s-

For all of your computer needs visit
Computer Support Services, 110 Russell Street • 786-6376
All riiibts reserred. .Apple.
i trademark of Apple Computer. Inc MS-D)OS is u repisteml trade/

lei
roso/t Corporation
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Bobcats ready to swing away in season opener
Continued from Page 16
hitting the ball well early on," com¬
mented Flynn.
Fighting for the designated hitter
spot in the lineup are Nick Lagemann
'95 and backup catcher Brad
Batcheller '95.
The pitching staff is lead by Henry
Hanley '95. Hanley was 5-0 with a
0.59 ERA as a first-year student and
will be the number one pitcher in this
year's rotation. Chip Hinckley '93 has
impressed the coach with his great
work ethic and will also be a starter.
Finally, Darin Flanagan '95 joins the
staff as a transfer from UMF. Hynn is
looking forward to having him in his
starting rotation this year.
The team's closer is John Edwards
'94. Injuries have kept him out of ac¬

tion for the past few years, but he has
looked impressive in early practices.
Flynn categorizes him as a hard
thrower with a good curve ball.
Sophomores Luke Erickson and Scott
Beverage will be the team's middle re¬
lievers and possibly spot starters. The
staff is without the services of Chip
Balser '94, who is spending the se¬
mester abroad, and Alex Godomsky
'95, who is out with an injury.
"You normally want an eight or
nine man staff, but we should be okay
as long as nobody gets hurt. The
pitchers have been working hard and
are in great shape," stated Flynn.
Depth has been provided for the
team by an inflow of first year stu¬
dents. Catcher Matt Irish, second
baseman Owen Nichols and shortstop
Mike Fiorina have shown promise.
Outfielders Rob Albrecht and Jamie
Ippolito also could fill in if needed.

Flynn
pinpointed
several
strengths of the team. Despite what
one might consider a depleted staff,
Hynn still believes that pitching will
be one of the team's strengths. An¬
other key area for the team is defense.
Hynn views the team as strong up the
middle, which is very promising. A
final area is the team's offense.
"If Plante, Morrissey, and the new
people can improve their hitting, we
should be able to generate some runs.
The potential on offense is there. I'm
very optimistic," noted Hynn.
Hynn believes the team has had a
very effective pre-season. "Our pitch¬
ers are into their rotations and are
building on their endurance. Our
hitters are seeing live pitching and
we're getting a lot of defensive work
down. Our guys would have been
ready to play this week," he said.
The Bobcats may have been ready

to play this week, but Mother Nature
would not oblige. Snow, not only in
Maine, but also in New Hampshire,
Connecticut and Massachusetts have
delayed the start of the season. Hynn
sees the weather impacting the early
going, but he figures that the rest of
the games that are postponed will be
able to be rescheduled. Flynn is
thankful for the Merrill Gym facility
because it has allowed the team to set
up a batting cage and has provided
room for his infield to practice.
Hynn has set several goals for this
year's squad. The first is to have a
winning season. The second is to cap¬
ture the CBB title. The third is to be
invited to participate in the ECAC
Tournament.
The first step of this mission, de¬
pending on the weather, will be the
season opener March 31 at Bowdoin.

Strong defense to lead Two Bobcats swim in NCAA
Bobcat softball in ’93 Division III Championships
Continued from Page 16
lifetime career batting average and
posted a sparkling .971 fielding aver¬
age last year. Sophomore Sharon
Jacobson hit .297 during the 1992 sea¬
son and will fill the shortstop position,
while Cindy Richardson '95 returns to
start at first base after batting .282
with 12 RBI as a rookie. Jennifer Berry
'94 will likely start at second base, but
will face stiff competition from new¬
comer Johnna Graves '96. Berry

missed last season due to illness after
posting an impressive .325 batting
average in 14 games.
OUTFIELDERS:
Sophomore
Aliscia Tuohey will patrol the ground
in left field and wields a potent bat;
she hit .382 last year. The fate of the
rest of the outfield is yet to be deter¬
mined, however. Senior Jacqueline
Bussiere spent time flagging down
balls last year, and will likely see ac¬
tion
with
newcomers
Kate
Drummond '95, Shilo Hutchins '96,
and Koehler.

By Evan Silverman
Staff Reporter

f SWIMMING

The third time is indeed a charm.
Making her third consecutive trip
to the NCAA Division III Swimming
and Diving Championships, senior
co-captain Katie Moran became only
the second female Bobcat in history to
garner All-American status. Moran
placed 15th in the 400-yard individual
medley race with a time of 4:44.37.
"I was very proud of Katie," said
Coach Dana Mulholland. "It was par¬
ticularly important she was able to
reach her goal."

revised training schedule helped her
maintain peak shape during the layoff
before the championships.
"I did more leg work, lifted
weights, maintained yardage, tapered
and tried to maintain my endurance,"
said Moran, who also finished 20th
and 27th in the 200-yard individual
medley and 100-yard freestyle, re¬
spectively.
On the men's side, senior captain
David Fox made his first appearance
at the NCAA Championships, placing
22nd in the 200-yard butterfly com¬
petition with a time of 1:59.65. Fox
also set a new Bates record in the 200yard individual medley with a time of
2:00.20.
"It was a great experience for
David," said Coach Mulholland. "Just
the fact that he got there was very
impressive."

While finishing no higher than
28th in her two previous stints at the
national championships, Moran car¬
ried new found confidence into this
year's championships after placing
fifth in the 400-yard individual med¬
ley at the New England Division III
Championships two weeks earlier. A

BECAUSE YOU OPENED
YOUR HEART,
Today, new techniques
allow doctors to repair many
heart defects in children
without making a major inci¬
sion. Your contributions to the
American Heart Association
help make these and other
advances possible. And that
makes opening your heart a
good way to save it. To learn
more, contact your nearest
American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart
disease. We can tell you how.

DOCTORS WON’T HAVE
TO OPEN HERS.
American Heart Association Hjl
This space provided as a public service.
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STATISTICS

R SOFTBALL

BASEBALL
N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings
W
Amherst.0
Bates.0
Bowdoin.0
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Hamilton.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0

1 W. LACROSSE

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

L

Pet.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

W
Amherst.0
Bates.0
Bowdoin.0
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Hamilton.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0

K M. LACROSSE

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

L

Pet.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

W
Amherst.0
Bates.0
Bowdoin.0
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Hamilton.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

L

Pet.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

W
Amherst.0
Bates.1
Bowdoin.0
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Hamilton.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0

L

Pet.

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.000
.500
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

UPCOMING THIS WEEK
SKI CONDITIONS
Call or send the results of
your games to

The Bates Student
Box 309, 795-7494.

Standings do not include
all games played on
Thursday.

Camden Snow Bowl - 0 new, corn
snow-variable, 12-36 base, 11 trails.
Mt. Abram - 0 new, loose granular groomed, 36-66 base, 21 trails.
New Hermon Mt. - 0 new, spring, 4959 base, 17 trails, 3pm-9pm
Saddleback - 0 new, packed powder,
18-72 base, 40 trails, 30k cross country.
Shawnee Peak - 0 new, groomed, 4090 base, 30 trails.
Sugarloaf USA - 0 new, packed
powder, 76-118 base, 85 trails, 85k cross
country.
Sunday River -1 new, packed pow¬
der, 70-105 base, 73 trails, 6 mt. peaks.

HOME
AWAY
MEN’S
LACROSSE

FRI.
3/26

SAT.
3/27

SUN.
3/28

Cordon
1:00 p.m.

MON.
3/29

TUE.
3/30

THU.
4/1

Merrimack
3:30 p.m.

WOMEN’S
LACROSSE

Wheaton Wellesley
IKK) p.m. 4:00 p.m.

Bowdoin
4:00 p.m.
Bowdoin
3:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
SOFTBALL

Cterk ■...
1:00

MEN’S
TRACK & FIELD

Fitchburg
11:00 a.m.

WOMEN'S
TRACK & HELD

WPI

MEN’S
TENNIS

Salem St
lt00p.m.

*

WED.
3/31

Bowdoin
3:30 p.m.

Bowdoin
3:00 p.m.

IKK) p.m.

Games may be postponed due to snow.

LA. Pizzeria
& Restaurant
Serving The Best Pizza in
the LewistonAuburn Area
Eat In, Take
Out, or call for

Put on your dancing shoes for the annual

Express

S

Open Everyday
11am to
Midnight & Friday
& Saturday until 2 am.
This Weeks Bates Special:
Two Large Pizzas with One
Topping for $16.50

786-2020
Saturday, March

49 Main Street 786-2020

Coming in March
Wednesdays - Bates "Hump

for all members of the College community
and their guests

Day" Beer & Pizza Specials.
'Sffdw Your ID & Let the
Weekend Begin
Thursdays - Open Mic Night

with R.J. Bluz
Friday & Saturday Night
Live Entertainment
Doug Crate on March 26 & 27
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QUESTION ON THE QUAD

|

If you could transport the Bates campus anywhere,
where would it be and why?

"New York City, because
there are places to go,
people to see, and things
to do."

"Georgia, because it's
warmer and there's no
snow."

"Brunswick—it's where
Bowdoin is."

"Rio, because Carnival is
there."

—Robin Earle '94

—Dave Fox '93

—Christopher Dennis '94

—Ami Feinberg '95
Reported by Sheela Agarwal

Photos by Whitt Lee

Write for The Bates Student—

Meetings Sunday at 7:00 p.m., 224 Chase Hall

10% OFF Parts & Labor with Bates ID
(Before Repair Order is Written and excluding specials)
Loaded with

All Makes & Models Serviced

Bacon, sround beef, mozrarelia and Cheddar cheeses.

Call! 783-2200_ 62 School Street
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DOMINO'S TWISTY BREAD™ *

When You Buy A Medium
Topping Pizza for $9.99
Expires 4-2-93
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Oil Change Special

Castrol
- $17.95
Most Cars-Up to 5qts Oil

PARTS &
SERVICE
“I love what you do forme"!

Maximum
protection
against
viscosity
and
thermal
breakdown

®> TOYOTA

HOURS: 7:30am-5:30pm Mon-Friday
Thrifty Toyota 279 Center Street, Auburn 784-1348

